
 A
s IC-design size continues to escalate, time-
to-market windows tighten, design require-
ments become more stringent, and device
geometries shrink to nanometer proportions.
Because of these constraints, employing pro-
totyping early in the design cycle is gaining

in significance. Problems lurk within these increasingly com-
plex ICs. These problems can kill a project if you find them
too late in the design cycle. Although IC prototyping solves
these problems, there are as many definitions of this approach
as there are techniques for its execution. This article focuses
on defining prototyping for modern designs, including key re-
quirements and useful techniques for putting prototyping into
practice.

It can be costly to learn late in the design cycle that a design
cannot meet your specifications. At a minimum, the sched-
ule will slip, necessitating additional engineering time and
lengthening time to market. The worst possible outcome is a
canceled project, forfeiting months of work from many groups
and missing the market window. IC prototyping addresses
these risks. IC prototyping is similar to physical implementa-

tion in that it includes placement, routing, and optimization.
However, its objective is to determine the feasibility of imple-
menting a design within the given specifications. Early in the
development cycle, a wide range of possible implementation
approaches is available. Prototyping allows design teams to
confirm that a chosen approach is viable. By finding poten-
tially fatal problems early in the development process, design
teams and managers can assess changing design specifications
and make the architectural, functional, and die-size changes
necessary to save the project from an untimely death.

Chip-design specifications fall into the primary categories
of functional, timing, power, and area. The functional cate-
gory defines what the design is supposed to do. The timing
category describes how quickly the design should perform its
functions, including such specifications as clock-cycle times.
The power category defines how much power a chip can con-
sume while in various operating states, from idle through any
number of functional states. Area defines the size of the chip,
which relates to cost; larger chips cost more to produce. Physi-
cal implementation directly affects area, timing, and power. If
a design team cannot meet one or more of these specifications,
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Figure 1 The congestion maps for three scripted-prototyping runs show a good implementation strategy (a), a slightly worse one (b),
and a poor one (c).
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the team must modify the physical or logical implementation
or even the overall function of the design.

The key to IC prototyping is doing enough to find gross
problems without expending the time and effort to perform
the full implementation. Designers have a finite amount of
time to complete a design and, therefore, limited time for pro-
totyping. Moreover, designers can take many approaches to
design implementation. Faster placement, routing, optimi-
zation, and analysis during prototyping permit designers to
quickly explore many implementation strategies. This article
describes the key process requirements for prototyping, as well
as its objectives and benefits for netlist and constraint han-
dling, placement, power and signal routing, and analysis.

PROTOTYPING-PROCESS REQUIREMENTS
A successful IC-prototyping strategy is one that designers

can complete quickly so that they can assess the feasibility of
the design as early in the development cycle as possible. This
strategy requires designers to start working early with design
data, which may be incomplete or inaccurate. Thus, proto-
typing tools must tolerate this data and help designers iden-
tify problems with the data. Proving feasibility does not mean
completing an error-free implementation. Rather, prototyp-
ing shows designers the number and difficulty of the problems
they will face during detailed implementation.

How much time you allocate to IC prototyping depends on
your overall schedule. If the design-implementation schedule
requires a few weeks, prototyping should take no more than a
few days. If implementation requires several months, prototyp-

ing should take just weeks. To minimize the time to complete
prototyping, designers must make trade-offs between com-
pleteness and accuracy. These trade-offs necessitate the use of
analysis tools to monitor the predictability of the prototype.

Support for scripting is also important. Creating trial lay-
outs should take minimal time to allow engineers to focus
on analyzing results and determining next steps. An efficient
IC-prototyping process enables designers to quickly generate
multiple trial layouts. Using this analysis, designers work with
one or more of the trial layouts or generate additional layouts.
Once a trial layout shows promise, designers can quickly make
incremental updates and perform what-if analysis.

Table 1 and Figure 1 illustrate the results of a scripted-pro-
totyping approach. One run of the prototyping script creates
several floorplans for the design. The script also produces the
HTML (hypertext-markup-language) table. Each row of the
table is for one floorplan of the design. The table makes it
easy for the user to see which floorplan is the best and wheth-
er any of the floorplans should become the basis for the final
floorplan of the design. The figure also shows routing-conges-
tion maps for three of the floorplans. The maps clearly indi-
cate that the floorplan gets progressively worse (Figure 1a and
1b) as an implementation strategy, and the map in Figure 1c
should not become the basis for the final floorplan.

EARLY NETLIST AND CONSTRAINT HANDLING
In IC prototyping, designers start with design data that they

acquire early in the process. This data likely has errors, such as
missing library components; netlists referencing pins on non-
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TABLE 1 SCRIPTED-PROTOTYPING RESULTS

Setup time (nsec)

Virtual in-place-
optimization
setup time Congestion* Links

Run Objective

Worst
negative

slack

No. of
violating

paths

Sum of
negative
slack of
all violat-
ing timing

paths Timing

Worst
negative

slack

Sum of
negative
slack of
all violat-
ing timing

paths Total
Maximum/

percentage
Wire length
(microns)

Place-
and-route
summary
report/run

No. Hierarchical
gravity/timing

driven

�21.54 5048 �10,596 Report �2.25 �1588 21,767 29/0.2 56,447,834 Place and
route/log fi le

1 Hierarchical
gravity

�19.56 4078 �5886 Report �2.1 �1412 21,831 28/0.2 56,453,440 Place and
route/log fi le

2 Hierarchical
gravity/mac-
ros on edge

�21.27 5476 �18,410 Report �3.07 �1980 85,565 102/ 0.3 76,652,906 Place and
route/log fi le

3 Congestion �19.98 4879 �6812 Report �2.06 �1324 28,422 113/0.2 55,214,522 Place and
route/log fi le

4 Hierarchical
gravity/

congestion
driven/timing

driven

�27.08 4368 �12,559 Report �2.14 �1247 87,588 144/0.3 62,468,571 Place and
route/log fi le

5 Grouping/
macros on

edge

�40.07 8742 �37,612 Report �2.66 �2117 435,761 859/1.6 108,781,409 Place and
route/log fi le

 *Map
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existent cells; and timing constraints that reference nonexis-
tent starting points, endpoints, or even clocks. To complete
detailed physical implementation, designers must resolve
these errors before continuing with the design. Prototyping al-
lows designers to proceed with the design even during the de-
tection and reporting of errors. Designers can handle missing
components as black boxes, ignore extra cell pins, and omit
the application of timing constraints. Reporting is important
because it allows designers to assess both the type and the
quantity of the errors. The prototyping tool can also provide
utilities to help the designer temporarily correct errors associ-
ated with the bad data.

Starting physical prototyping at the RTL (register-transfer
level) or with RTL data that you do not map to a real gate-lev-
el netlist is problematic. The most common risk factors with
these netlists are that they do not accurately reflect the size
of the final netlist and that their lack of gates makes the pre-
diction of congestion dubious. Results may appear to achieve
timing closure, but, when you map the results to physical
gates, the timing differs. The best approach for physical pro-
totyping is to use the available netlist with the highest quality
input—ideally, one you generate using the target physical-cell
library to enable physical placement and routing. Some syn-
thesis tools require the use of statistical or custom wire-load
models to estimate interconnect loading, whereas others can
read information from physical-cell libraries to more accurate-
ly predict area and interconnect loading on a
design-by-design basis. This approach enables
accurate assessment of an implementation
strategy’s feasibility.

PROTOTYPE PLACEMENT
The primary objectives of IC-prototype

placement are to determine the best place-
ment of the principal floorplan elements,
such as I/Os, pins, and hard and soft blocks,
and to quickly provide an estimate of the de-
sign’s performance that you base on this floor-
plan. Today’s designs typically have tens or
hundreds of hard macros. Although they vary
greatly in size, all hard macros represent rout-
ing obstructions that can create routing con-
gestion. Given these constraints,
prototype-placement algorithms
must automatically and simul-
taneously handle hard macros
and standard cells, considering
routing congestion, timing, and
voltage domains. Initially, de-
signers manually place and fix
the locations of critical macros
and then assess the routing con-
gestion and timing of multiple
placement approaches. Some
hard-macro placements work
well, whereas others require re-
finement. The placement tools
must accommodate incremen-
tal placement of the remaining
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Figure 4 The output of the level shifter in Voltage Area 2 must drive long wires that cross
Voltage Area 2 (a). Buffers can help only if you place them in Voltage Area 1. Placing a level
shifter near the edge allows you to add buffers close to the level-shifter output and simplifies
the power connections to the level shifter (b).

VOLTAGE AREA 1

VOLTAGE AREA 2

VOLTAGE AREA 1

VOLTAGE AREA 2

(a) (b)

Figure 3 These paths have the same value of negative slack. Large fan-outs
contribute to a significant amount of delay (a). You can easily fix it by buffering
to reduce the nets. Small fan-out nets do not contribute to significant delay (b).

PREPLACED
MACROS

HALOS

Figure 2 You can add halos to macros with congestion near the
macros’ edges. The two large macros (top left and top right) are
good candidates for fixing in position before performing more
trial runs.
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32 25 56

4 35 2 3

ADDITIONAL
FAN-OUT ON NET(a)
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macros, rather than require
designers to do over the place-
ment from scratch.

In the early stages of IC
prototyping, the channels be-
tween hard macros often con-
tain congestion, due both to
the macros’ being too close to
each other and to the presence
of standard cells in the chan-
nels. You can prevent these
phenomena from occurring by
using IC-prototype-placement
tools that support hard-macro
“halos” that reserve space for
routing connections surround-
ing the edges of the block. If
the placer cannot honor halos,
the designer must manually
move the hard macros and add
placement blockages within
the channels. A few iterations
may be necessary before you
arrive at the appropriate chan-
nel sizes. Figure 2 provides an
example of the information de-
signers can see in an IC proto-
type to help guide refinement of an implementation strategy.

Netlists you develop early in the design cycle often have
many high-fan-out nets; some, such as clocks, are timing-

critical, and others, such as asynchronous-reset nets, are not.
Physical-layout designers typically optimize these nets during
detailed implementation. Prototype-placement algorithms
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Figure 6 The congestion maps of the same design show more congestion (a) and less congestion (b). The prototype router spends
less effort to remove congestion than the implementation global router does. The designer can adjust the floorplan to reduce conges-
tion. Thus, detailed implementation routing is more likely to complete without problems.

Figure 5 Placing power pads in groups or in poor locations produces poor voltage-drop charac-
teristics (a). A design with fewer power pads (black) has better voltage-drop characteristics (b).

HIGH-VOLTAGE DROP LOW-VOLTAGE DROP

(a) (b)

(a) (b)
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should ignore these types of nets. If they cannot, the standard-
cell logic is likely to create unnecessary congestion. Moreover,
netlists you develop early in the cycle pose a problem for tim-
ing-driven placement algorithms. The netlists often contain
many violating timing paths; fixing these violating paths can
sometimes be difficult. Most timing-driven placement algo-
rithms place equal weight on both those paths that are dif-
ficult to fix and those paths that are easy to fix, making it dif-
ficult to distinguish between them.

One approach to these problems, albeit time-consuming—
and, hence, costly—is first to run placement focusing on al-
leviating congestion, next to perform in-place optimization,
and then to run timing-driven placement. A more elegant ap-
proach is to use a placement engine that can execute virtu-
al optimization on the input netlist, eliminating all but the
toughest of violating timing paths. This approach produces
a placement scheme that you accomplish by optimizing the
hard-to-fix paths. Figure 3 compares an easily fixed timing
path with a more challenging one.

Many of today’s designs have multiple voltage domains
within the core area. To accommodate the logic that connects
to a voltage domain, a designer must create voltage areas with-
in the core area. But what is the best location for these voltage
areas, and how large should they be? Prototype-placement al-
gorithms must be aware of voltage domains and assemble logic
that connects to one domain. The results allow designers to
quickly define the size and location of voltage areas within
the chip.

If the placement algorithm is unaware of voltage domains,
the designer must predefine voltage areas before placement us-
ing regions and then assign logic for each voltage domain to
its region. This approach forces designers to place voltage do-
mains in the predefined regions. As a result, designers must
iterate through a number of placement runs to refine the re-
gion sizes.

Multiple voltage domains also require level shifters, which
are placed on nets that connect one voltage domain to an-
other. Designers place notoriously slow level shifters at the
edges of voltage areas to optimize timing (Figure 4). Proto-
type-placement algorithms must be able to recognize and ap-
propriately place level shifters. Again, an alternative, less-
than-ideal approach is to use regions. This approach requires
the designer to analyze the interface nets, create regions along
edges of voltage areas, and then assign the various level-shifter
instances to the appropriate regions.

For large designs, logic designers commonly complete RTL
coding and synthesis of some blocks before others. The non-
synthesized blocks are black boxes, because the designer knows
nothing but the boxes’ interface. IC prototyping supports the
placement of black-box shapes, allowing the shape to vary but
maintaining enough internal area for the expected “child”
cells, once the designer synthesizes them.

A placement tool can allow virtually flat placement of avail-
able cells during the placement and shaping of the black boxes.
This approach enables block designers to proceed with the de-
sign in parallel with the development of the contents of the
black boxes. An alternative strategy is to create dummy hard
macros for the nonsynthesized blocks. The designer sets the size
and shape of the macros and the layers and locations of pins.

The trade-off in this case is that the approach forces the rest of
the cell placement to work with the predefined black boxes.

PROTOTYPE-POWER ROUTING
A design’s power network consumes routing resources that

you could otherwise use for signal routing. IC-prototype pow-
er-network generation and analysis should rapidly generate
a placeholder power mesh to accurately account for routing
resources that the network consumes. This generation and
analysis should also create a power network for the design that
meets—but does not exceed—voltage-drop and electromigra-
tion requirements. You need to know which metal layers you
should use for the power routing, how wide the wires should
be, and what the distance between power-routing segments
should be. Designers often rely on rule-of-thumb guidelines
from power-design gurus to form the power mesh, resulting
in an overdesigned mesh; that is, it easily meets requirements
but at the expense of consuming excessive amounts of routing
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Figure 7 Cross-probing from a list of violating timing paths (a)
allows designers to see the topology of the path in the prototype
layout (b).

isha/STACKFSM_obf_reg_1_3/DOisha/STACKFSM_ot_reg_5/CLK
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resources. Using a prototyping-power-
network generator enables designers to
build efficient power structures.

Some power-implementation tools
require that power meshes be physical-
ly correct before designers can analyze
the voltage drop. For large designs with
many cells and many hard macros, this
requirement means days of work to pre-
pare the power routing for analysis. This

process is not conducive to quick proto-
typing. A faster approach is to employ a
power-network-generation and -analysis
tool that can infer connections based on
proximity, allowing designers to route
the primary mesh structures without
performing detailed connections. This
approach enables designers to review
voltage-drop and electromigration char-
acteristics earlier in the design cycle and

even to analyze trade-offs of varying lay-
ers, widths, and pitches within the pow-
er mesh.

In addition to analyzing various mesh
structures during prototyping, it is useful
to analyze the voltage-drop and electro-
migration characteristics of a mesh with
varying numbers and locations of power-
supply-pad cells. Simply adding supply
pads does not always produce improve-
ments. For example, a supply pad behind
a hard macro does not easily connect to
the mesh and, therefore, cannot deliver
a significant amount of current. Proto-
type-power planning should enable fast
what-if analysis of supply-cell place-
ments rather than require the designer
to perform detailed connects. The what-
if analysis may prove that fewer sup-
ply-pad cells are necessary than rules of
thumb would predict. Using fewer sup-
ply cells produces smaller chips in pad-
limited designs (Figure 5).

PROTOTYPE-SIGNAL ROUTING
IC-prototype-signal routing’s primary

objectives are to identify highly con-
gested areas to assess the difficulty of
routing an implementation strategy and
to accurately predict detailed imple-
mentation routing to provide intercon-
nect loading for early timing analysis.
Macro placement and power structures
often contribute to routing congestion
during implementation. Given enough
time, routing algorithms of implemen-
tation tools perform hundreds of passes
in an attempt to route congested areas.
During prototyping, it is useful to see
the congestion to determine whether
changes in the implementation strategy
can eliminate the congestion. Reduc-
ing or eliminating congestion reduces
the effort of completing routing, which,
in turn, minimizes the risk of failure
to route. IC-prototype routing quickly
identifies congested areas and minimiz-
es difficult routing problems (Figure 6).
Once you minimize congestion, proto-
type routing should accurately reflect
implementation routing, enabling accu-
rate extraction of interconnect loading
for use in performing timing analysis on
the implementation strategy.

PROTOTYPE ANALYSIS
IC-prototyping tools should provide a

comprehensive set of analysis functions
that allows designers to identify and as-
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sess data, routing, timing, and power-con-
sumption problems. These analysis func-
tions also provide a key means for physi-
cal-layout designers to communicate
with front-end designers. Prototyping-
analysis functions should find problems
in the input data; quickly identify the big
problems related to routing, timing, and
power requirements; and facilitate com-
munication between physical-layout and

logic designers. The adage “a picture is
worth a thousand words” certainly ap-
plies to analysis of a physical prototype.
A comprehensive set of reporting func-
tions couples with a rich set of visualiza-
tions to simplify and speed analysis.

Consider timing analysis. A timing
analyzer for IC prototyping highlights
major timing problems without requir-
ing the user to run detailed optimiza-

tion. It accomplishes this task by in-
corporating virtual optimization into
the timer so that the report omits eas-
ily fixed timing paths. If you then enable
cross-probing from the report to a layout
view, you can quickly see the topology
of the difficult-to-fix timing paths. This
approach also facilitates communication
between physical and logical designers.
Viewing the report in addition to the
path layouts helps logic designers identi-
fy missed, multicycle-path, or false-path
definitions (Figure 7).

Although IC prototyping’s objectives
differ appreciably from those of detailed
implementation, the two approaches
have similar steps. Prototyping finds po-
tentially fatal problems early in the de-
velopment cycle. If prototyping steps
complete quickly, designers can assess
many potential implementation strate-
gies in the time available for prototyp-
ing. To minimize the time to complete
the prototyping steps, physical designers
and tools must trade off levels of com-
pleteness but maintain enough accuracy
to reliably find potentially fatal prob-
lems. The payoff is a streamlined imple-
mentation process, enabling faster design
cycles and speedier time to market.EDN
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